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Abstract: Crypto Biometrics system is recently emerging as an effective process to generate a cryptographic key. Conventional cryptographic key generation is using password which can be guessed or cracked. Further, the large size of strong key results in delay while encryption / decryption. Biometric field has however emerged in the recent days to reduce process delay and enhances the level of accuracy. This paper thus aims to analyze various biometric parameters that can be applied in realizing enhanced networking security. The proposed approach further reduces the cost associated with lost key and provides increased security. The key is directly generated from the human biometric information such as retinal blood vessels which is not stored in the database. This mode of operations in network security creates more complexity for hackers to crack or to guess the cryptographic key or biometric key.


I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptographic system has been widely used to secure information across network. Whether symmetric cipher system or an asymmetric ciphers system, its security depends upon the secrecy of the secret key or private key. However, there exist several cryptographic algorithms to secure the information such as RSA, DES, 3DES and AES etc[1][7]. Despite of their strengths, every algorithm suffers when the length of the keys is small, which is prone to easy guessing and hacking. Additionally, in conventional cryptography methods, the authentication of message is based on the key and is not based on the human components. Hence, there is a wide possibility of accepting the right key from the unauthorized user or attacker as key generation can be guessed or cracked. Other major inconvenience caused with key generation to achieve network security is complex nature of keys to remember and also difficulty in storing them securely in the database. Crypto-Biometrics system has recently emerged as an effective means to resolve the issues faced by traditional cryptography system [1, 4]. It is intended to find the key with the user biometric information in order to overcome the above-said issues through distortion, discrimination and security approaches. Distortion is the ability to accommodate the variance of biometric [4]. The system is expected to output the same key for the same user even if the biometric captured is at diverse conditions.

Discrimination is the ability of the system to distinguish all the users of the database and output different key for different users [4]. Security of the system ensures that neither the key nor the original biometric of the user can be traced or guessed and the user’s biometric information is unique [4]. Biometric based cryptography is therefore highly potential to provide security in advanced technologies [4]. Biometrics gives a unique measurable biological characteristics information for recognizing or verifying the identity of a person [4]. Since, cryptography is important for the network security, crypto-biometric has become one of the promising research area. In this approach, a unique cryptographic key is generated directly from the biometric information of the user namely retina biometric. This approach ascertains security to the digital data and due to uniqueness of biometrics; it is very difficult to generate the duplicate. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 explains the study made in the related work. Section 3 provides information about the research work. Section 4 gives the conclusion of the work.

II. RELATED WORK

Key generation mechanism has proven to be one of the significant parameter to improve network security.[10,11] Public-key algorithms are based on mathematical functions and are asymmetric in nature, involving the use of two keys, as opposed to conventional single key encryption. However, the major drawback of key generation approach to achieve security is that password can be lost, stolen or easily hacked. Thus, research progress is witnessed to demonstrate the use of biometric to produce the key [12]. Several researchers are working in the domain of crypto-biometrics since several years to achieve network security [13]. Fingerprint minutiae points are used to generate the key. However, currently research is popular in fingerprint biometric for the generation of key to achieve encryption and decryption of messages [13] [14]. C. Nandini [3] a unique technique for generation of cryptographic key. The authors have used hashing technique in the finger triva using completely different set of symmetric hash function for various users that is both secured and fast. The authors have extracted k-plets from every finger print image and calculate the hash values primarily based on the closest neighbor of a minutia purpose within the k-plet. A mix of those hash values are used to come up with a key.
However, recent research has proven that biometrics using eye biometric is even more accurate. [15]

III. CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY GENERATION FROM RETINA BIOMETRIC

Since, eye biometric has proven to be one of the accurate modes of key generation parameters; this work focuses upon retina biometric as an encryption key. The retina biometric features are unique and remain unchanged in lifetime [16],

- The strength of the retinal biometric recognition is better than all other biometric technologies.
- The blood vessels pattern of the retina rarely changes during the person’s life (Unless disease or accident).
- The size of actual template is only 96 bytes, which is very small when compared to any standards in terms of verification and identification processing times, and is much shorter than they are for larger file.
- The rich unique structure of the blood vessels pattern of the retina allows up to 400 data points to be created.

Due to the above said unique biological characteristics of retina, the retinal recognition is primary used in combination with access control system at high security facilities. This includes military installations, nuclear facilities and laboratories [16]. The encryption process begins with the acquisition of required biometric template. Initial step involves extraction of the features from the retina biometric to generate a cryptographic key that can be used for encryption a plain text message. From the retina image, extract the features such as blood vessels pattern (vascular tree) which undergoes the thinning process. From the above extraction, next step includes identification of the endpoint of each pattern and also the bifurcation points. The thus obtained endpoints are used to generate the key for encryption/ decryption of message. Figure 1 depicts the entire process of key generation using retina biometrics.

However, this paper limits to perform the investigation using grey scale images instead of colored image. Mat Lab programming converts the colored retina image to grey scale, which is in turn converted to binary image using binarization technique. Figure 2 depicts vascular tree which is converted to grey by using MATLAB code. Since, vascular tree contains large number of blood vessels, this work focuses upon the study to be made on thick blood vessels. The main intention is to extract the thick blood vessels, which are major blood vessels in the retina and perform thinning operation using threshold value. The threshold value that is kept in this study is 1.39 as intensity value. A blood vessel whose intensity is above 1.39 is retained since it provides better resolution than those blood vessels whose intensity lies below the set threshold value [15].
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Fig 2: Vascular Tree

Subsequently, the skeleton of the vascular tree is obtained from the segmented binary image by thinning process where pixels are eliminated from the boundary towards center without destroying the connection in an eight connected scheme [13]. Pruning process is applied to eliminate short, false spurs, due to small undulations in the vessels boundary. False spurs are deleted if they are smaller or equal to the largest vessels diameter expected in the particular image as shown Figure 2. Followed by the retention of valid blood vessel pixels, the next step is to apply the Morphological operations in order to understand the structure or form of the image. This identifies the boundary within the image. There are morphological functions such as Dilation and Erosion. Dilation function is used to expand the image and erosion function shrinks the image in MATLAB code. Having obtained the boundary from the identified blood vessel, the after that activity is to perform the thinning process. This process finds the center point in the vascular three and compresses the boundary without disconnecting the other edges. Thinning is a morphological operation that is used to remove selected foreground pixels from the binary image. Figure 3. Shows the thinned image which is obtained due to the morphological operations performed upon the vascular tree. Finally, this part of the research work directs towards unique contribution of identification of endpoint from the origin by using the morphological operation and the structuring element strategy. The objective of structuring element technique is to identify a pixel with value 1 as a termination point and no other pixels with that value in its
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Fig 1: Steps Used To Generate the Key
neighborhood of 8 pixels. Such a pixel indicates an endpoint.
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Fig 3: Thinned Image

The structuring element will be thus moved from the origin of an image, pixel by pixel at a time in x and y axis. As structuring element match with the thinned image pixel, it finds an edge between two pixels, and continues this process for the entire image to find the number of endpoints in an image. Whenever the structuring element does not match with the neighbor then set endpoint with red in color and green color are the bifurcation points using MATLAB code as shown in figure 4.
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Fig 4: Endpoint in thinned image.

The output of endpoint(x, y) coordinates values of each endpoint and degree theta. Table 1 indicates the sample end points of thinned image.

Table 1. Sample output of retina image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Theta (degree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key generation

The above (x, y) coordinate value of each pixel is used in the following algorithm to generate the key.

Step 1: Read the x and y coordinate values of an endpoint from the thinned image

Step 2: Compute the sum using the formula,

\[
\text{sum} = \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} (x_i \times y_i) \mod p
\]

Where p is a prime number and 'i' is the coordinate value of each endpoint pixel.

Step 3: Find the equivalent binary value of the sum that becomes the key for encryption and decryption of message.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The above said process of key generation approach is programmed in MATLAB 10 and tested the proposed approach on retina images. The vascular tree is extracted from the retina image after binarizing. A unique key cryptographic key is generated from the retina biometrics template of a user. However, Table 2 depicts the various end points of the thinned image of the retina as shown in Figure 4 along with its angle.

Table 2 Various End Point Values of the Retina Image

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminations</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having applied the algorithm on the data set as obtained in Table 2, leads towards the generation of key. The key value which generated from the retina image of Figure 4 is 10000101100011 which depend on prime number P. The retina image of different persons and the number of endpoints of each retina image as shown in table 3.
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V. CONCLUSION

Securing information across the network is one of the key challenges of the day. Security traditionally was achieved through cryptography approach. However, the recent advent in technology has enabled biometric techniques to generate key to achieve security. The aim of this paper is to provide secure way to generate the key using retina biometric technique since retina is unique and reduces the probability of duplicates. This research introduces an algorithm that directly generates the unique key from the human biometric information such as retinal blood vessels and is not stored in the database. This approach does not create redundant end points in addition to being more complex in nature to crack or to guess the cryptographic key. The paper however limits to key generation and can be further explored from the number of bifurcation points, degree of bifurcation point and the number eye land present in the retina images.
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